The Dream Speaks Back is a triple autobiography, bringing together the personal memories and dreamfictions of three creative individuals:

· Sue Hampton, adult/children’s author with 32 published books, three of them praised by Michael
Morpurgo, and ambassador for Alopecia UK.
· Cy Henty, comedian, stage/screen writer & mental health worker, has toured with Russell Brand
and played major roles in seven of Pat Higgins’ films.
· Leslie Tate, UEA graduate, author of three novels and a non-binary memoir now turned into an
award-winning film.
As life-writing, The Dream Speaks Back describes growing up in unusual families, how it feels to be
‘different’, and the adult search for the inner child. As an imaginative journey, it explores gender and
mental health issues. It’s also a very funny portrait of working in the arts, full of crazy characters,
their ups and downs, and their stories.
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A truly engaging, worthwhile memoir is a rare and wonderful thing. A writer must find the elusive
intersection between autobiographical detail, intimate personal insight, and universally relatable
human truth. In The Dream Speaks Back, no fewer than three chroniclers – Sue Hampton, Cy Henty
and Leslie Stuart Tate – achieve this goal with clarity, humor, pathos and unforgettable storytelling.
Rick Cross
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